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... But from experts
who have studied the
problem.
Spiro T. Agnew

You don't learn from
people suffering from
poverty,
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NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

Instant Karma-Instant Success
by Marla Cohen

Miss Lorraine A. Hill after being crowned "Miss Newark State

College."

Lorraine Hill Named
Miss NSC - 1970
BY MAUREEN E. HIGGINS
Lorraine Ann Hill, a
twenty-one-year old Linden
resident won the title of "Miss
Newark State College", and will
represent NSC in the annual "Miss
New Jersey Scholarship Pageant in
Cherry Hill in July, joining some
70,000 other women in seeking
the title of "Miss America" this
year.
-.....
The blonde Miss Hi)_! was
crowned by Hela Yungst , .the
reigning '' Miss Newark State
College" , in the Theatre for the
Fine and Performing Arts, on
Saturday, March 21.
A junior majoring in Early
Childhood Education, Lorraine is
a member of the INDEPENDENT
Editorial Board, and a Student
Council Representative. She also
was selected first-runner-up in this
year's "Miss IFSC" contest, and,
incidentally, holds a green belt in
judo.
First runner-up was Maureen
Corcoran, who was "Miss Bergen
County" in 1969 and also
first-runner-up in last year's
Newark State Pageant. ... She is a
senior General Elementary
Education major who represented
her sorority, Nu Sigma Tau .
Maureen resides in New Milford
and is an honor student at NSC.
Re presenting the Class of
1973, Merrie Dale Gordon, a
19-year old Hillside resident, and
a liberal art-fine arts major was
named 2nd runner-up .
Magda Lomba, sponsored by
the _Class of 1972, was 3rd
runner-up. She represented her
hometown as "Miss Irvington" in
I 9 69, and is a sophomore,
majoring in early childhood
education.
Susan Carole Sweeney who

hails from North Plainfield, was
fourth runner-up. Susan was
sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi, and,
is a 20-year-old sophomore
general elementary education
major.
Michele Hanily, "Miss Irish
America" of 1969, was selected
by her fellow-con testants as "Miss
Congeniality", the girl who has
been most friendly, cooperative,
and helpful to others throughout
the pageant. She is a 19-year old
Irvington sophomore who was
first-runner up in the 1969 "Miss
Irvington" contest, and is a
member of Lambda Chi Rho
sorority.
The Pageant judges voted an
award for talent performance by a
non-finalist to Mary Theresa
Coleman who represented the
NSC residence hall. "Terry" won
this special award on the basis of
excellence in her vocal rendition
of 'Tm the Greatest Star" from
"Funny Girl". One of eleven
children, Terry is a nineteen-year
old sophomore, majoring in
history education.
Other contestants and their
sponsoring organizations were :
Judith Marie Amatt - Beta Delta
Chi; Frances Guadagnino
Women's Recreation Association;
Barbara Jean Jackson - B.A.S.
B.U. ; Josephine Yvonne Lockett
- independent candidate; Dolores
Pizzano - Sigma Theta Chi;
Deborah Jean Savage - Sigma
Kappa Phi ; Gail Meta Sherry Chi Delta; Cathy Ann Turner Collegians for Black Action; and
Janet Yobbi - Rho Theta Tau.
In the "Miss Newark State
College Scholarship Pageant", the
sixteen hopefuls were judged, by a
panel representing the "Miss New
(Continued on Page 3)

In one whirlwind of a week . ..
Instant Karma seemed to appear
almost
instantly! . . . from
meeting in the Hex Room to
f~bric shopping. sewing
tablecloths, printing signs and
menus by hand , gathering candles
to stick into wine bottles, pieces
of rug, a platform , speakers,
paintings, microphones, oh!, and
performers, waitresses and
coffee! . . . and then somehow
getting rid of all those severe
square tables in the Hex Room
and putting the Budha head on
top of the platform, until
suddenly I :00 PM Friday - time
to open, light the candles, flick
off the lights, and begin flavoring
the coffee with rum, chocolate,
coconut, and maple ....
From that moment on, the
afternoon disappeared into a
semi-psychological haze of
future-past for me ... as Inst ant
Karma melted into memories of
coffee house-folk dubs I had sung
at long ago, every weekend, in the
same
darkness and
makeshift-aesthetic-naturalness, to
that same sort of appreciative,
relaxed audience. . . . The only
essential differences between
Instant Karma and the Leon's

Opening day of NSC's coffee house.

Hideaway of my youth rested on
the facts that this was NOW, and
that I had helped create it. Yet ,
like the Hideaway, we were
successful , not only because of
the candlelight. the crazy banana
or brandy coffee, the spirited
singers and instrumentalists but
also because of the fantastic
clientele that stayed the entire

afternoon and generateJ a rapport
that caused one girl to reply
•·Gezzuntheit" to a sneeLt: at the
other end of the room ....
.... So Friday was only the
beginning. When a member of
Finance Board told us, .. You can
have anything you want from us"
wow, my imagination soared
tConlinu~d on Pag~ 31

Council Puts Parking On BaD
by Kathy Renaud

The Student Council Friday,
voted to place on the Council
election ballot a statement of
support from the student body
for pending Council action to
improve that the campus parking
situat ion.
Spurred by the Administration
Parking and Safety Committee's
refusal to honor a Council request
for removal of the cement triangle
between the Bruce and Kean lots,
Council
R_epresentatives Bob
Baxter and Ben Pierce drew up
the statement of support so that
in the event that the
Administration still refuses to
remove the obstical the Council
can feel free to take action similar
to that taken in the 1968 parking
lot crisis. The proposal will appear
as follows:
Resolved, the State of New
Jersey and Newark State College
have not fulfilled their
responsibility to the students at
NSC in regard to their safety and
convenience in Parking. The State,
by not supplying adequate
dormitory facilities has made it
inevital be that Newark State
become primarily a commuter
college.
Recognizing that the greater
number of students drive to
campus, many from considerable
distances, and that most students
work to support themselves and
pay for their education.
Acknowledging these facts it
therefore becomes imperative that
the intolerable conditions of
inadequate space, limited access
and general mismanagement of
parking facilities be rectified.
As a student at NSC I therefore

Stu . Org. President loehning and Executive Board.

direct and support Student
Council to take all action to
improve the situation.

admission to summer school and
intersession of cumulative average.
He noted that those students who
are in most in need of summer
Th is brings to three the
school class are often barred and
number of questions that will
that most colleges in this area
appear on the April 8th election
already have this policy.
ballot. Also being voted upon are
Senior Council member John
the proposed ammendments to
McCaffry was named chairman of
the Student Organization
an investigating team charged with
Constitutions one calling for the
determining the feasibility of
creation of two additional vice
conducting -summer school classes
presidents for the Execu live
at night. Mc.~_affrey pointed out
Board and another designed to
that a great number of students
reapportion the class
who would lil<e ·10 attend summer
representation on the Student
school cannot do so because they
Council with the addition of
must work days during the
approximately IO members to the
summer in order to remain in day
council.
school. His committee will also
Council also took action on investigate the possibility of
several motions concerning day having a mail registration and seat
school student attendance in confirmation for summer school
summer school and intersession. registration, with course priority
President-elect Dave given to those students who need
Lichtenstein proposed that the a particular course to return to
Council press for a policy of school.
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For What
It's Worth
by Rockin' Bob

Often times we find th e
comer stones of life shifting,
becoming more important,
sometimes less important, .
maybe ev e n irrelevant.
STONE is a foundation,
perhpas not a corner stone,
but at least a structure upon
which to build. STONE will
present weekly features on
the drug scene. Th e
architects will be students,
faculty, and administrators
who will make the effort to
build upon the foundation.
S TONE is interested in y our
reactions, your questions,
y our relating p e rson al
experiences as they relate to
any drug or hallucinogen.
Y our form of expression may
be prose, poetry, journalism,
questions, answers, reprints
of statements - your
pleasure.
A ddress your anonymous
material to STONE, Box 100
N. S. C. and drop in the
inter-office mail depository
near the main entrance to the
College Center.
The following is a Recount of
One Person's Marijuana
Experience

Actions seem to be dictated by

the mass of each separate portion ,
of me. It has changed ; action is
now dictated by the subtraction
of mass leaving only a single, fine
line of mass - the force of the
separation giving impetus to the
act.
Another change: No longer
does the mass of the individual .
part of my body or the
subtraction of the mass leaving
the single line matter. The
important thing now is a total
impact caused by a force , a non
descript force. It does not matter
what caused the force. It only
matters that force, as such, moves
me to act.
Sound energy seems to be
translated directly into and
assimilated by physical response,
ie., dancing - movements are
totally unrelated to skill or
previous knowledge of the
movements. Proficiency and
creativity exist now for the
moment, disassociated from
intellectual process and the will to
produce it.
There seems to be a direct
relationship between each muscle
of the body and each fragment ,of
sound, as it comes together and at
that instant is transformed into
the most proper, harmonious
movement that could come out of
that union. ·
The impact of sound has

Well, it's all over folks, the "cultural revolution," as it was called
become a motor generating power by a young man in one of my classes last semester, has passed us by and
by which my body moves. My only a few mourn it's passing.
body is no longer whole, rather,
ea c h part has become
I don' t know when this happened or why, but I'm sure of one
individualized and important as a thing, it did. The revolution that brought so much hope to so many is
distinct unit separate from over and we, the young Americans, are the losers. It was a long fight, a
any t hing else and viewed good fight, but what's been going on for I'm-not-sure-exactly-how-long
internally rather than from the has passed into history and while it will take years for some to get the
surface.
message, you can rest assured the fight is over. The main thrust has
The unconscious meaning of been made, the life force has left the body.
objects and articles in the room
I became aware of the passing only a few weeks ago . It didn't
becomes clear and speaks freely of
the relationship between object come to me as a revelation in the night or a blinding light from above it
was more like a case of the D.T.'s. The idea kind of crept up on
and self.
Thoughts and interpretations making me blue for a while and finally revealing itself to me. It wa~
race ahead of words. I have the unbelievable at first but little by little I realized that all those things I
thought picture of what I will say had been reading about, talking about, listening to and dreaming of
'
long before words can reach the were not things of the past.
surface. By the time the end of
The sign of passing are all around me. Many of them can be seen
the statement or thought is
here on our campus. You can tell the message has passed unheard when
brought out verbally, the initial
a room filled with people in the college center tries to decide who is the
thought or stimulus has
best dressed chick on campus while people in Newark are going hungry.
disappeared.
Something stinks when our " intellectual" community won' t talk
(seriously)
to Greeks, freaks, or independents. Another sign can clearly
I have so much to say, to get
out, can ' t afford to have be seen in our dining hall where the words "Peace, love and truth to
comments· blocked by response. all" surround a group of Tie-Tye, status-grabbing, Greeks who attack
Response thwarts free flow of long hairs who go there to eat. And you know we're not "coming
thought by necessitating thought together" when a Night of Blackness on our campus is attended solely
by black (save a few whites).
for retort.
The ' simple' demands
On the national level things are a lot worse, and I think you find
complicated and detailed
them a little clearer. In Chicago, Bobby Seale goes to jail for demanding
explanations to make the 'simple'
his rights and the "Black-freedom" generation goes to the Fillmore.
more clear. Serious problems
Across the country Panthers are being murdered in their sleep and the
become extinct or subject to
" enlightened young" read about it, feel sorry, and move on to their
hilarious laughter - or one of no
next "cause," Environment, while the one they picked up years ago is
importance.
left uncompleted. Down in Washington Chief Justice Burger tells the
Trip - homeward bound.
news people to get lost and nothing happens, nothing. There is much
more, but I think you can begin to see what I'm driving at.

~e

EDITORIAL BOARD ELECTIONS
All s_tudents are encouraged to apply for any of the following positions.
Elections w'ill be held Friday, April 17, 1970. Deadline for applications is

It' s this. A while ago a lot of people had a feeling. lt was a feeling
that things could be changed, people would listen to reason, they were
able to see the truth when it was presented to them. But it' s gone.
People all over are running away, retreating to a world that isn' t there
anymore. They're letting other people do their thinking for them (Le.
Spiro T. Agnew, J. Cash). The president is trying to slow down
disegregation, Congress is passing No Mock legislation, and the courts
are beginning to tear down what took so long to build. Things don't
look bright.

Tuesday, April 14, 1970. Return applications to the Independent Office,
Student Center.

Choice

1st

2nd

3rd

What's beginning to happen now is a lot of those optimistic
youngbloods are starting to turn inwards and look fo r a new life within
themselves. They have to come to grips with the fact that the people
they have been trying to " enlighten" are going to keep on where
they're at for many years to come, for ever maybe. Life in the U.S.A.
isn't any where in particular and we're all along for the ride.

Editor-in-chief

INDEPENDENT

Managing Editor
Business Manager

TIie opinions expressed In signed columns , of this newspaper do not
necessarly reflect tlle opinions of the editors. Nor is anything printed in this
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OCHS AND ORPHEUS:
Hot on the heels of two
fantastic concerts (The Lettermen
and Al Kooper), N.S.C. is
presenting Phil Ochs and Orpheus
in concert on April 18 at 8:00
p.m. in the T.P.A.
Ochs is a young composer who
some of you may or may not have
heard of. Of Phil' s works, Jack
Newfield of the "Village Voice"
says it passes "beyond propaganda
and exhortation into the artistic
realm of doubt , absurdity, irony
and symbolism." He says that Phil
"has found a bitter-sweet, ironic
voice that calls to mind both
Nathaniel West and Bertoli
' Brecht." Captain Carl La Fong of
the "Little Whips Gazzette" says
of Ochs, "Yes."
Phil's struggle to attain
popularity with his creativeness
has not been easy. The last five
years have been a process of
steadily gaining fans and selling
records without the help of
national television a significant air
play of his records. So far Phil has
sold close to 200,000 albums.
Stores throughout the nation have
sold a couple of thousand more.
He has sung in concert from
California to Denmark and has
filled Carnegie Hall three times.
He has been in ten television
programs (count 'em ... ten) and
has written songs recorded by
Anita Bryant, Glen Yarborough,
The Four Seasons and many other

by Ina White

'

, ORPHEUS which will mesmerize NSC audience with their skill

/

and creativity.

ACTING HEAD OF TSC
CALLS FOR UNITY
Dr. Clayton R. Brower, acting
administrative head of Trenton
State College, has appealed to the
college community for unity after
weeks of tension on the campus.
Brower stated , "This
experience we've all gone through
has made all of us aware of each
other's problems and the need for
state support for quality
education." In an effort to help
correct some of these problems,
the Board of Trustees has
proposed a "broadly based
all-college council to assist the
interim chief executive officer."
Also, Trustees will meet with
st u d e n t , fa cult y , and
administration representatives to
help set procedures for selecting a
new president. In addition , the
Board has recommended to the
Board of Higher Education that
the next vacancy on the Board of
Higher Education be filled by a

important (?) artists. Phil cites York. Lorber is best known for
Elvis Presley, Buddy Holly, and his gigantic gift to tile music
Kate Smith as his inspirations.
world in the form of a group
Phil has been mastering his art named "Ultimate Spinach." For
of serious political and social all your tortured souls who
criticism relatively un-recognized lament the passing of poetic
by the record-buying public. feeling from the world, presenting
Playing at Newark State is sure to Orpheus.
recent graduate of Trenton State .
do for his career what Rahway
In other related developments,
Theater did for Joe Cocker's.
Brower will be meeting with
According to an MGM press
(Continued from Page I)
student leaders to discuss the 25
· release Orpheus "mesmerizes their
student
grievances presented
audience with their skill and with fantastic visions of a
beauty as did their namesake. permanent location here on during the strike and will also
(Unfortunately their Greek campus, poetry readings, our own make the final decision on
predecessor played a lot in coffee urn, cereamic dishes, sound possible suspension of students
Hades ... the land of the dead.) system, projector for anything who refused to end their sit-in
U,nable to get the same bookings from Bugs Bunny cartoons to during the strike.
as they mythological pal, they ecology films, professional "SOUL WEEKEND,"
have settled for Newark State.
HELD AT SETON HALL
folksingers ... etc? ...
'
"Soul Weekend," a three-day
Once again, according to the
Meanwhile, we of the Coffee
release, ''Their music softens the House Committee extend our event designed to "give all people
bitter realities of the world as it is invitation to come visit us for an an insight into black culture" by
and creates, in the minds of their evening of "aesthetic relaxation" focusing on black heritage and
listeners, a world as it should be. when we re-open TONIGHT - expression , was held last week-end
In the words of Eric Gulliksen, that's right, Wednesday, the 25th at Seton Hall University.
The event, sponsored by the
lyricist for Orpheus ... 'I cannot of March - from 6:00 until 10:00
help but sense the beauty over all, PM, when, alas, the building will college's Black Students League,
featured prominent speakers
and feeling this, be joyful.' And
be closed (WE'll have to do
listened to them, one cannot help something about tllat in the including Montclair Mayor
but sense the beauty of Orpheus future). This invitation also Matthew Carte°£ and playwright
and feeling tlms, rejoice." Oh, applies to the near future, when LeRoi Jones in addition to
workshops, a fashion show, and a
boy.
our schedule will be regular, and
Orpheus was discovered in we expect permanent - as long as gospel jamboree. Proceeds from
Phil Ochs, awaiting his career ·
Boston by producer Alan Lorber, Instant Karma satisfies such great the weekend went to Seton Hall's
boosting appearance at Newark
Martin Luther King Jr. scholarship
who brought the group to New customers .. ..
State.
fund.
GLASSBORO CHANGES
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING CODE
A new college housing policy
lifting restrictions on off-campus
housing has been introduced at
Again I am called forth to was the manner in which you your letter, assume that you and Glassboro State College . Rules
explain Black writing so that the neglected to mention the clear your constituents plan to take a governing curfews, alcoholic
conscience and feeling of white and explicit criticism of Blacks physical course of action. It beverages, visitation by members
students will not be so "cruelly with the article exhibited. This would be tragic and quite terminal of the opposite sex and so on in
insulted."
implies that you feel it is okay for if this is the case. Thanks for the off-campus houses will no longer
Mark Russell, "NSC Like It Blacks to criticize Blacks, but info anyway - "Forewarned is be the responsiblity of the
Really Is For Me" was not a Blacks cannot criticize- whites. forearmed."
College. Mr. Norman Mayall,
protest against an accusation - Also, the phrase " good people
director of resident students,
< Since it is the policy of BASBU
how absurd on your part to think failing when they try to
commented that "the system we
so. Certainly, even you are innovate," should not be read as " to express Black and relevant had in the past was out of date in
fan1iliar with sarcasm, a method Black people failing when tlley try ideas, your comments, which terms of telling students there
utilized by many writers. to innovate," as you have done. although are somewhat emotional
0 bviously you expected and Good people, in case you aren't and off-base, are relevant and
wanted to read a defensive piece aware of it, are both of Black and should be directed to BASBU.
BASBU does feature articles by
of writing.
white skins!
by Kathy Renaud
Since you submit fear as the
Incidentally the author was hip white students and it does
Alan McGarry was elected
motive the author remained identified as an inner city Black publish letters. Before this president of the class of 1972 by a
anonymous, and that it takes a student. Therefore the probability business becomes more serious, I margin of 36 votes in yesterday's
higher degree of "manhood" to that you will get an extra parking suggest you and I talk over your final election for the sophomore
sign one's name to an article than space if he should leave NSC is interpretations of the article. class. The final tally: McGarry
to "sling four letter words nullified. He has no automobile, Because there exists a breakdown 148 to Joe Albert's 112 votes.
around", I am almost tempted to which seems to be the general rule in meaningful dialogue between McGarry's statement included,
identify the author. However, you for such students. ·
Blacks and whites, Black ideas "This is an outcome of a race in
did threaten him with " .. . we'll
The flinging of hate which may be totally alien to you. (I too which the issues were presented."
fling it [hate] back as long as you originates from a white person manage to learn from such
Other class presidencys were
keep up with condemn condemn and is directed towards a Black communications). If such a talk decided last Thursday. Tom
and no suggestions." You also did person historically and presently fails to eventuate, then I suggest Lindia class treasurer and Council
not refute anY'of the criticisms, or manifests itself beyond the either you hire a Black representative will head next
condemnations as you prefer to limitations of the written and interpreter, or don't read BASBU. year's Senior Class while the
Ronald B. Franklin Freshmen chose Bob Power~ to
call them.
spoken word. Therefore, I along
Editor of BASBU
Quite predictable and expected wifh many students who read
(Continued on Page 5)

Again

Instant Karma

by Ron Franklin
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wasn't room on campus for them
to live but telling them where to
live off-campus.
The school feels that people
who wouldn't rent to college
students before, because of the
college restrictions, will begin
renting, thereby increasing the
competition in the market and in
turn improving conditions for
student housing.
NADERH
----IT
....S--,-A""'U""T"""O,...I"'"ND=USTRY

FOR POLLUTION
"The auto industry contributes
35 percent of the country's air
pollution," Ralph Nader said in a
recent speech to 500 at Bergen
Community College. He added
that the industry could do
something positive for consumer
safety by redesigning their
products and controlling pollution
from their factories . He pointed
out that the consumer should not
be subjected to forced
consumption; he must act against
these lawless corporations.

Hill wm·s
(Continu ed from Page I)

Jersey Pageant" , in the areas of:
talent, poise, personality and
appearance in evening gowns and
swimsuits.
Miss Hill sang "Give A Damn"
the theme song of the New York
Urban Coalition, in tile talent
division during which she wore a
powder blue slacks outfit with a
gold belt. Her aqua crepe A-line
evening gown was accented by a
lace and jewled bodice, and, she
wore a black swimsuit duting that
phase of the competition.
Maureen Corcoran offered a
piano rendition of "Tara's
Theme" from "Gone With The
Wind", and Magda Lomba sang
the Al Jolson immortal
"Rockabye My Baby" . Merrie
Gordon sang an original song with
guitar accompaniment, and a
Beethoven piano solo was played
by Susan Sweeney.
The glittering " Miss Newark
State College" Pageant was
well-planned, and, spectacularly
executed by the pageant
committee, and it's executive
directors, Harry Clark and Tom
Lindia. Mrs. "Nicki" Berson did a
fine job as Mistress of Ceremonies,
and, Music Director Greg Rhodes
provided beautiful background
accompaniment throughout the
evening.
Harry Clark opened the show
singing it's theme song
"Everything's Coming Up Roses,"
and was joined by the sixteen
singing candidates in evening
gowns. Others who helped to
provide pageant entertainment
were: Christine Ebright, "Miss
Newark State College" in 1966
and 1967's "Miss New Jersey" ;
Teri Zabludowski, "Miss NSC"
19 68 ;t and reigning campus
queen, fl.ela Yungst.
In attehdance at the pageant
was Cherylf Christine Carter, the
current "Miss New Jersey," and
second runner-up in tile "Miss
America" contest.
All sixteen hopefuls are very
· attractive, and their talent
presentations all were of
unusually excellent quality. The
pageant and the contestant's
presentation,
whic~
was
followed by a reception for Miss
Hill and her guests in Downs Hall.
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"Truth cannot be /orceti but must he allowed to plead /or itself."

Talent Award
Questioned

What's The
Difference

The young girl put on her mask as she
Today , several days after the Miss
considered entering the "unknown," the
Newark State scholarship Pageant, rumors of
stark and me nacing surroundings of the
" tok enism" and "bias" and permeate the
out-of-doors. She carefully checked the
campus atmosphere. There has been "talk
filtering scree n and stepped into the
that the awarding of a " talent award for a
specially prepared exit room , equipped with
non-fina list" to a black coed was but a
the special filters and screening devices that
"token gesture" on behalf of the judges.
would kee p out the "old poll" from ge tting
Some people felt this way because, further.
inside .
none of the four black contestants placed as
She walked along meditating but her
pageant finalists.
brief reverie was interrupted by th e piercing
Upon looking deeper into this situation,
scream of several super wooper 7744 77
however,
the INDEPEN DENT has found
propelled air jets. The noise could have
that
this
"special"
talent award is a regular,
deafened her, except that she carefully
if
not
a
yearly
prize,
in both the Miss New
remembered to adjust her sound proof
Jersey
and
Miss
America
Pageants. This
he lmet this morning.
talent
award
is
given
by
the
judges to a
She finally arrived at her advertising job,
non-finalist
who
has
an
outstanding
talent
in th e sprawling blackish hole that
score.
confidentially called itself one of the largest
"con the consumer" agencies on this side of
Many people at the college were upset
the big waste. (Once known as the Atlantic).
because they did not remember this award
The young girl diligently began to think in
being given before. Many people , among
them members of the INDE PENDENT staff,
terms of her new assignment - she thought
at first felt that the judges merely
back to the day the old man told her every
announced this award as an afterthought.
family needs seven gasoline powered cars But, that same night, we later found out that
one for every day of the week.
yes sir,
the "special talent award to a non-finalist"
everybody knows. that seven gasoline
was
also presented at the Miss Mercer
powered cars are better than one battery
County
Pageant. These same members of the
operated mini-bike any day ·· besides there's
INDEPENDENT, though, were• definitely
so much prestige attached to them (you
impressed by Miss Coleman's ta lent, and
wouldn't want the Old Jones' to have one
more than you, do you).
personall y fe lt that she did deserve a high
rating in that category. (According to the
"Buy. buy. buy, keep those cu stomers
judges' scoring, Miss Coleman placed the
buying. Tell them that they need it and
highest in talent among the non-finalists in
they'll buy it." The old creep "Oh, yes, our
the Pageant.)
factories must expand , expand, expand .
We've got th e whole 'old Muddy (another
Speculation also arose as to the
nam e for th e Atlantic) and half th e southern
qualifications of the pageant judges. We
coastal states in which to dump our
found , however, that all of these five
wastes ... ."
professional judges were selected from the
" What will happen if we do wake up?"
larger listing of New Jersey State Pageant
Pei·haps the above -· or something like it.
judges.
Ecology -- the environmental crisis - is
Although there are black judges on the
here - is right now - it involves you .. .
state pageant level. none of the judges at
Earth Day will be commemorated on
N.S.C. were black. However, Tom Lindia,
April 22 , but right now there are things
one of the campus pageant coordinators has
going on about the environment. (See the
to.Id ·the INDEPENDENT that the
special environmental calendar. this and
committee will probably include black
every issue.) Earth Day may well be an
judges from the state listing when obtaining
outle t for our frustration - to find out what
the judges for next year's pageant here.
is happening and then say - "Tsk, tsk ."
The INDEPENDENT demands that next
But (pardon the expression) talk is · year's N.S.C. pageant coordinators hold the
responsibility of selecting black judges in
cheap. Find out what you can do to change
such
a way that th ere will be no possibility
the environment NOW - this week - at
of
charges
of "tokenism" again.
N.S.C.
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Cohn's New Book
To the editors:
I was quite pleased t o notice
that my recent letter to the editor
had resulted in another article in
the Independent. I think however
that some of my ideas need
further explanation in view of the
subsequent article by Mr. Ronald
Brown , who apparently knows a
great deal more than I know .
Mr. Brown writes that he will
"attempt to use as a catalyst , one
of the myriad definitions of
religion . . . 'a belief in a
super-human , or divine force(s) to
be worshipped and obeyed as the
Creator .' " As he himself admits
this is one of many definitions
and perhaps it is not the correct
one. Webster's Seventh New
Collegiate Dictionary defines
religion as "I) the service and
worship of God or the
supernatural .. . 2) a personal set
or institutionalized system of
religious attitudes, beliefs , and
practices." For the sake of
argument, however , let us accept
his definition and go on.
Mr. Brown writes "ifwe accept
this," (IF) "it would not be
totally illogical to assume the
definition' s implied meaning . . .
this divine or supernatural force
determines the manner in which
mortal man conducts himself."
This point may sound logical, but
religion ( or at least Judaism)
refutes it. Judaism states that
although everything is foreseen by
God, man still has free will. This is
diffic ult to understand, but l
accept the seeming paradox just as
I can accept the fact that an
atomic bomb can destroy a city
even though I may not understand
the detailed workings of the
atomic bomb.
Mr. Brown writes that
" religion . .. is a man-made
'construct' which enables man to
make his brief existence on earth
more comfortable ." This is an
assumption - for which I do not
find any proof in his article and to
which I am sure many people
would not agree .
Mr. Brown writes that "religion
was meant exclusively for the
poor and down-trodden." Kings
and rulers were also subject to the
rules of religion. According to the
Bible the prophet Nathan accused
King David of taking Bathsheba
illegally for his wife . The prophet
Elijah fought against King Ahab
because of his idol-worship
throughout his reign. As for the
rich people, Jesus said that it is
easier for a camel to pass through
the eye of a needle than a rich
man to go to Heaven. This , I
think , would riot mean that the
rich are exempt from the rules, It
means that they find it easier and
more tempting to break these
rules .
Mr. Brown writes that the
qualities of love, peace ,
gentleness, and meakness are
those of an obedient slave.
Apparently there are many slaves
around here now because I see
many young people preaching the
ideas of love and peace . Perhaps if
more people had these slavish
qualities there would be no wars
or crime . ..

Mr. Brown writes that the elite
or American aristocrats usually
h a ve pre c ious few religious
inclinations and thereby seldom
adhere to rigid moral codes." This
may be true but it does not mean
that this elite is not included by
the moral code. For example - if
I drive through a red light and I
am not arrested, it does not mean
that I was right to drive through
the red light. It is against the law'
and I was wrong .
''

4

Mr. Brown denies that ;eligioif
augments the value of the human
being. Yet many of the Bibicai·
laws are very advanced , by critical
standards. The Bible provides that
runaway slaves were not to be
returned to their masters.
Compare this to the arguments in
America over the fugitive slave
codes 120 years ago .
Mr . Brown denies that
technology tends to negate the
value of a human being.
Considering his interesting
reasoning, I read that just thirty
years ago, in an advanced country
in Europe , millions of people were
sent to gas chambers because they
were not of the right race .
Mr. Brown writes that a
country with a highly developed
religious tradition also is usually
technologically retarded . While it
may appear that religion often
accompanies technological
retardation, I do not believe that
it is the cause of this retardation.
There are other contributing
factors , I think , such as the
nation's location on the globe and
its history in relation to European
history .
In the last paragraph of Mr.
Brown's article we come across
what I think is the core of our
differences . Mr. Brown writes;
" How else can religion function ,
but through people , who are by
nature . . . abusive?" He also
writes that " man cannot define
his 'constructs' in terms of how
they were conceived, he can
define them only in terms of what
has been 'carried down from
century to century.'" My ideas
are based on what Mr. Brown calls
"constructs as they were
originally conceived.' Since the
time they were conceived , some
may have changed a great deal.
The life of Jesus and Christianity
may not necessarily be the same
thing , As Mr. Brown writes , but
that does not mean that a man
cannot change himself ( or try to
do so) and live in accordance as
best as he can with the ideas as
they were originally conceived. lf
people are by nature abusive , then
religion can help them control and
improve themselves . The
commandment says to "Honor
thy mother and thy father." The
commandment says not to act
according to your abusive nature,
but rather help your parents and
honor them . Religion does not
lead to evil , but rather the abuse
of religon leads to evil. Religion
selfishly used and abused, but a
man can also live according to his
ideals.
I hope that in this letter I have
(Continued on Page 6)
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Newsound
Three new albums in the
market are Budget St. John, Ask
Me No Questions (D9-10 I); Gene
Vincent, I'm Back and I'm Proud
(D9-102); and David Peel & The
Lower East Side , The American
Revolution (EKS-74069.
Miss St. John's initial album
Ask Me No Questions is a fine
debut for this young British
folksinger. The songs themselves
are simple both in melody and in
lyrics. The album seems to blend
together into one, large, pastorial
setting. The song stress has a
rather unique, husky voice that
she uses well in her songs of
summer. (She has been called the
poet of summer, appropriately)
All in all, Ask Me No Questions is
a~• excellent collage of thoughts
ranging from "Autumn Lullaby"
to "Broken Faith." Beautiful
music from a beautiful young girl.
Gene Vincent's album is
outstanding in one respect. It is
one of the most mediocre
bonanzas I've ever encountered.
The whole thing was produced by
Kim Fowley who proved that he
can produce musical Farina as
well as perform it. Through the
album, the listener expects, or
rather hopes that Vincent and his
back-up group (including · Mars
Bonfire) will just break loose and
knock the hell out of the songs.
Unfortunately, this never occurs
and so, Vincent slogs through a
lot of nifty numbers producing as
much excitement as a cataleptic in
a hammock. Songs on the album
include "Rockin' Robin",
"Be-Bop-A-Lu-Lu" and "Ruby
Baby." ff the lethargic treatment
of these songs wasn't bad enough,
the album closes with that old

1>t
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By Ed Naha ·1a-Yr. Old Vote Won't

standby "Scarlet Ribbons" which
is performed in a manner that
rates second only to Walter
Brennan's mastery of " That Mule
Old Rivers and Me." Triviai'poop .
David Peel and the Lower East
Side cannot be called dull. They
can however be called musically
crude and lyrically banal. Their
new album lives up to the
standards of their first . In other
words, most of it stinks. The level
of Mr. Peel as a songwriter can be
generally surmised from the titles
of his works: "Legalize
Marijuana," "Oink! Oink!," "I
Want to Get High," and "I Want
to Kill You."
A press release referred to the
group as "those zany and
unpredictable comic prophets of
the new age." The album contains
"some of the most sprightly bits
of comedy ever recorded." I beg
to differ with the above. Most of
this album is musical garbage, too
pathetic to be even considered
funny.
The music is bawdy, raunchy
and low. I like it.
For those of you who prefer
buying singles, rather than
albums, for one reason or another,
there are a couple of intelligent
little ditties available. "Love,
Love, Love", nifty rock number,
by a new group called Roxy
(EXM-45682-A) is really well
done. The vocals are reminiscent
of the old Buffalor Springfield
and the musicianship offers a solid
backup. The flip side, "New York
City" is also worth attention.
Tom Paxton has turned his
moving song of war, "Jimmy
Newman" (EKS-45674-A) into a
trememdous single. Paxton has

ReLLOJAm

a lw a ys been an intelligent
songwriter, but I consider this
latest effort to be one of his finest
achievments. The way he builds
his song, of a soldier up to it's
climax • in a musical staircase
manner, defies description.
"Newman" is more than just an
anti-war song, it's a realistically
human one.
Next on the list is nice
rendition of Eric Anderson's
"Close the Door Lightly" by the
Dillards (remember them?).
(EKS-45681 - A) The record has
everything a song could want,
good vocals and nice, if somewhat
sparse, instrumentation. More
than likely, however, it will be
ignored as well as all of the above
singles. The American record
buying public has never been
known for it's taste , witness The
Archies, etc.
speaking of taste, or lack of it,
Dorothy Morrison's "Rain"
(ExM-45684-A) is a nice record to
avoid. It's the kind of controlled
rocked that somehow reminds me
of the cruddy stuff from "Hair"
It's good stuff if you like
predictable music.
Well, three out of four ain't
bad.

Voting News
(Continul·d from Page 3)

lead them next year. Mr. Lindia
drew 109 votes to defeat fellow
Councilman John Nemeth who
captured 77 votes . Powers
received 125 votes to Steve Band's
102 to win '73's top spot.
Other outcomes of yesterday's
sophomore election resulted in
Herb Yardley, 134 votes, beating
Jill Gaynor, 114 votes, for '72
vice-presidential office.
Bernadette Schierer (142) was
victorious in overcoming Elaine
Weinberg (88) for '72
Corresponding Secretary. Chris
Centolanza remains class treasurer
and Fran Holock also remains as
Recording Secretary.
Junior finals saw incumbent
Dave Walsh edge· out councilman
Mike Splendorio for the office of
vice-president. Walsh drew 88
votes to Splendorio's 86.
Joe Pielrangelo , polling I 57
votes defeated Curtis Balnil:ki
with 123 votes for the Class of
'73's vice presidency.

I,

Thursday's class elections were
the first this year where no
write-in votes were recorded . As a
result , Juniors Tony Sa, Diana
Regan and Steve Glickman will
automatically serve as

Pass This Year
By FLOYD NOR RIS

College Press Service

The voting age will not be
lowered by legislation in the
current session of Congress, and
c hances for passing a
constitutional amendment to
allow 18 year olds to vote are
considered slim.
This is the view of most
observers here despite the Senate
passage of the Mansfield
amendment to the Voting Rights
Bill which would allow 18 year
olds to vote in all elections after
January, J 971.
The bill now goes to the House
of Representatives. If the House
refused to agree to the Senate
amendment, as expected, the
question will be left to a
House-Senate Conference
Committee whose chairman, Rep.
Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.) has
vowed to ••fight like hell" to kill
the bill.
Since Celler, as House
Judiciary Committee chairman,
will appoint a majority of the
House conferees, it can be
expected they will not be
sympathetic to the idea of
lowering the voting age. Rep.
William McCulloch (R-Ohio ), the
ranking Republican on the
Judiciary Committee, will appoint
Republican committee members.
He is believed to feel the issue
should not be decided without
hearings, which the House has not
held.
Although the Senate
overwhelmingly passed the
Mansfield amendment, its
conferees are not expected to be
much more disposed toward the
18 year old vote. Both Senators
James Eastland (D-Miss.), the
Judiciary Committee chairman,
and Roman Hruska (R-Neb.), the
ranking Republican, voted with
the minority on the motion to
table, and therefore kill , the
Mansfield amendment. The
motion lost by a vote of 21-62.
Senator Mansfield conceded
there would be "some difficulty"
in getting the bill past the
conference. Celler seemed more
certain, saying " Come hell or high
water I'm not going to accede to
it, and I'm sure that my fellow
conferees from the House agree."
Debate on the bill centered on
its constitutionality, which all
agreed was doubtful, since the
corresponding secretary , recording
secretary and
treasurer
respectively .
Debbie Chiginsky, Sandy
McDede and Denise Drojdowski
will fill the same offices for the
Class of '73.

constitution leaves vu.t ing
qualifi c ations to 1he states.
Proponents argued that the
Supreme Court decision in the
1966 cas e of Morgan vs.
Katzenbach offered hope the
Supreme Court would not throw
out the law.
If the bill were passed . the
Constitutional defense would be
based on the theory that since 18
year-olds can do such things as
marry, get drafted , and get tried
in adult courts, it can be
considered a violation of the equal
protection clause of the 14th
amendment for them not to be
able to vote. Under the Morgan
decision, Congress is given wide
powers to determine what
practices violate that clause .
Opponents and proponents
both raised the specter of student
riots in support of the
arguements. Supporters argued
that 18 year-olds need to be given
··a part · of the action," and would
be less likely to resort to violence
if they could vote .
Senator Hugh Sco tt (R-Pa .),
opposing the bill , asked what
would happen if the law were
declared unconstitutional after 18
year-olds had voted in the 1972
presidential election ... No one can
see what their frustration might
lead to," he said . Senator James
Allen (D-Ala.), who lead the
opposition. thought he knew what
would happen. "You'd have a
near revolution in this country.''
said Allen .
Supporters pointed out that
over half the men who have been
killed in Vietnam were under 21.
and unable to vote . Speaking of
those who are drafted at 18.
Mansfield said "I think they have
earned the vote , and earned it far
better than many of us in this
chamber."
The basic idea of lowering the
voting age has become. as one
Senator put t , ""just like
Motherhood . You can't oppose
it." Over 70 senators. including a
majority of the J udiciary
Committee have joined in
co-sponsoring a Constitutional
amendment to drop the minimum
age to eighteen. But such support
is not very strong, and the
constitutional amendment may
never emerge from the Judiciary
Committee. " We've got sentiment ,
but not much action," said
Mansfield . " I don' t think the
amendment will ever reach the
floor."
The amendment would have to
be passed by two-thirds majorities
of both houses, and then ratified
by three-fourth of the states. If it
( \. t l llll1H11.' d 1• :l
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·More Sound And Fury
seeing the windows still open, he
mentioned the chapter he would
have covered that day, assigned a
(Continued from Page 4) 1
made some of my own ideas : quiz for the following session, and
clearer, for what they are worth. I : quickly left.
We feel that this action was
trust that Mr. Ronald Dean 1
Brown, founder of the Collegians . pompous and immature. It would
for Black Action, will, if I am have taken little effort on his part
wrong in his opinion, show me to close the window if he was cold
how I have "displayed the most (the class felt the room was
extreme ignorance" and lead me comfortable as it was) and to have
to the high intelligence which is a slight bit of magnan.imity on his
part to overlook the matter and
his domain . . .
Neil Cohn proceed to teach as he is paid to
Class of 1972 do. Students are not paid nor
required to cater to any teacher's
whims. The students' attitude was
not meant to be insulting, but
obviously it was taken as such. We
To the Editors:
Re: Parking hope that Dr. Kabalin will
In reference to your consider these feelings if a similar
threatening letters of March St~ situation should arise in the
and March 7th, 1970, I refuse to future.
pay these parking tickets in
Two concerned students,
protest of the ridiculous parking
Patricia Hedgcock
situation on campus.
Elizabeth Hogstrom
Last year, during the campus
"Bitch-In", several other students
and myself approached Mr.
Callahan, who, at that time was in
charge of parking. We explained
our view on the situation, and
offered some solutions. Mr. To the Editors:
Again! The will of the majority
Callahan also offered some
solutions he had concerning the of Newark State students is
problem. None of the ideas subordinated to the eccentric
mentioned were used. Instead, the whim of a Communist-inspired
"powers that be" renovated the phone booth phony by means of a
parking lots. Unfortunately, as the bomb scare. Our tuition money is
saying goes , " the road to hell is going to pot while the ~ell tolls
paved with good intentions", the relieving students of precious class
renovations didn't even make a time. Instead of catering to radical
ratfinks , why the devil doesn't the
dent in correcting the situation.
Faculty and administration are state break into its piggy bank and
given special consideration with equip Newark State with those
specifically assigned areas and in newly developed electronic tracers
some cases special spaces. I am in for its telephones? Sure, people
full agreement that these members will complain about the state
of our campu& deserve special being a spendthrift , but this
consideration , BUT, the students would be a small investment
are given no consideration at all. compared to the disruption
It is just as important for the caused by bomb scares. These
students to get to their classes on devices will nail callers in the act,
serve as a deterrent to those who
time as the professor.
impose their will on an opposing
Mr. Callahan further explained
that three (3) stickers are sold for majority , and the presence of
every space available. I feel that these gadgets could be publicized
this is an unfair assumption. Many so as to warn future impractical
students remain on campus jokers.
M.H. '73
whether they have classes or not.
P.S.
The
INDEPENDENT
could
I also understand, as explained
play
its
part
through
cessation
of
by Mr. Callahan, that unless
drastic measures are taken to its apparent support of the
correct the existing situation, the "woman's right to kill" being
parking crisis will double next pushed by those sexually
chauvinistic feminist groups, a
term.
It is to this purpose that I hope factor that played a significant
you will make every effort in the role during the New York City
next few months to undertake a bombings.
revamping of the NSC parking
system, expending all costs and
ene r gies in correcting this
abominable situation.
Barbara Sackin '71

Cohn/

Parking

My candidacy has two major
purposes:
1. To state unequivocally my
basic position on the major
substantive problems of the
country including the need to end
the Vietnam War and to reduce
our defense budget, to fight
poverty and racism , to improve
the quality of the environment,
and to reform certain of our
government institutions; and

A Most
Unusual
Circus

To The Editors:
I was most disappointed with
the so called pageant Saturday
night. I felt as though I was at
Madison Square Garden watching
2. To challenge my opponent the Barnum and Bailey circus.
in the primary with the power of
The true stars of the show were
"new politics", including a) pushed in the background, while
grass-roots organization and the so called 'professionals'
participation instead of backroom paraded and advertised themselves
endorsements by political bosses; throughout the entire night. It
b) freedom from commitments to was so sickening to see such
established interest groups by unmanly and uninformed
limiting all contributions to individuals trying to act like Bert
$SO/person instead of reliance on Parks.
big money backers and
It' s about time they realize
$1000/plate dinners; c) complete that the show was to choose a girl
financial disclosure of all my to represent N.S.C. and got an
assets and of all contributions to opportunity to promote so called
my campaign - which goes 'title holders' to boost their ego.
beyond the disclosure
In general, the entire show was
requirements established by law ; in very very poor. taste, for the
d) solicitation and consideration announcers tried to steal the show
of constructive new proposals for from the girls in the pageant. It
achieving desireable economic and made no difference to the
social ends instead of tiresome audience how they look in
and hackneyed political cliches.
tuxedos. We didn't go to
recognize their inability and
To these ends I have stupidity on stage.
committed $10,000 of my own
Clowns belong in a circus.
very modest assets, plus all of my
A Circus Observer
time , without any income, until
Name withheld
June. I now urge the students and
faculty of New Jersey's colleges
and universities to commit their
own unique resources to these To The INDEPENDENT:
objectives which transcend party.
From a Concerned Blackman
You have helped awaken a
On Saturday, March 21, I had
somnolent society to the ills the opportunity to watch what
festering within it. You have was called a Miss Newark State
moved America into and through Beauty Pageant. As I sat and
its first difficult stage of basic watched the girls display their
reform by breaking inertia and various talents, I began to feel
spotlighting need. Now I am good for I thought it was really
seeking your help in these ways: great to have blacks and whites
compete on equal basis. Some of
1. Invitations from groups on
your campus where I can talk the girls were really out-of-sight
with students and faculty about (both black and white). The one
my campaign. I want to visit disturbing thing which made the
many campuses in the state, talk evening a disaster was when it
to you and listen to your came to the judges selections of
the finalist. To stop beating
concerns.
around the bush and get to the
2. Contribution of ideas which point, it seems as if beauty is still
you believe should be included in being judged by white standards.
my campaign. I will eagerly read (blonde hair, blue eyes, mountain
and consider position papers peak noses and etc.). Being that
dealing with major national issues there was not one black judge ,
maybe there was no reason to see
and ·will respond to each one.
any beauty in those "black
3. Commitment of your time witches" . Yet the thing that
in organizing and campaigning at burnt me the most was when the
the grass-roots level in the vicinity finalist were asked · opinion
of your college community. I questions to test for poise, in
must depend almost entirely on answering they all seemed to
volunteer efforts in making my stress brotherhood, love for one
candidacy and my positions well another, and other B-1 S--t. These
To the Editor:
known. This will depend on active few words are just the way one
I need your help to make the door-to-door canvassing, on person saw it, be your ownjudge.
people listen and the politicians secretarial skills in typing and
Wilbur Aikins
Class of '72
pay heed.
repr~ducing materials, on artistic
As an integral part of my. skills in making posters and
campaign for the U.S. Senate in banners, on business skills in
the Republican primary I seek a raising funds by collecting small
dialogue with the academic contributions from thousands of
community in the hope that I voters.
may become a better spokesman
for New Jersey by gaining fresh
Participating in my campaign Editor,
Its so unfortunate that we at
· insights ai:td creative ideas, and by offers a unique opportunity to
Newark
State have to tolerate
exposing my thoughts to reasoned espouse constructive policies of
with
such
insecure and insincere
criticism. With the support of the reform and to assume an
individuals
such as a certain Greek
academic community, I know I important personal role in
fraternity
.
When
a group such as
will b~ better able to give_ New political organization. I urge you
this
has
to
forfeit
ballgames in
Jerseys voters a truly meanmgful to contact me.
order to win, it illustrates only
alternative to "politics as usual" . ~
• • f_, • • •
~~ .'
James A. Quaremba lack 'of talent. When you nave to, ·
tnis year on Primary Day, J une 2 .

Lady
Killers

Concerned

Political
Action

The:Music
Scene
To the Editors:
RE: Music 372.05
The students of this class
would like to question the
behavior and attitude of Dr.
Kabalin, the instructor, on his
decision not to teach class on
Thurs., March 19.
When Dr. Kabalin entered the
room, some of the windows were
open. He informed the class that
he would return to teach in a few
minutes when the windows were
• • • • •
closed:'No ~ori'e closed"tliem. Upon

Sports

A

,

•

,

•

rely upon a few individuals on
Newark State's basketball team to
promote a victory in order not to
lose , it shows only poor
sportsmanship.
They are so blinded and
egotistical that they continually
fail to recognize that its not
winning that counts - but how
you play the game. When you
break rules you certainly cannot
be considered number one .
Its about time this group put
their thumbs down and accept
being men.
A Sportsman
Name withheld

Music

Poll
by Howard Duff

Well here they are kids,
the resu Its that had the
campus waiting on baited
breath BEST GROUP

1. Beatles
2. Simon and Garfunkle
~- Crosby, Stills, Nash
and Young
4. Rolling Stones
5. Ten Years After
BEST ALBUM THIS
YEAR OR LAST YEAR
1. "Abbey Road"
2. "Let It Bleed"
3. "Bridge Over Troubled
Water."
4. "Crosby, Stills, Nash
and Young"

1.
2.
3.
4.

BEST MALE VOCALIST
Joe Cocker
Mick Jagger
Tom Jones
Paul McCartney

BEST FEMALE VOCALIST
1. Gracie Slick
2. Dionne Warwick
3. Judy Collins
BEST GUITARIST
1. Eric Clapton
2. BB King
3. Jose Feliciano
BEST BASSIST
1. Jack Cassidy
2. Jim Fielder
BEST DRUMMER
1. Ginger Baker
2. Kieth Moon
BEST KEYBOARDS
1. ·Lee Michels
2. AI-Kooper
3. Keith Emerson
BEST COMPOSERSONGWRITER (s)
1. Lennon-McCartney
2. Paul Simon
3. Jagger-Richard
4. Steve Stills
Burt Bacharach
5. Frank Zappa
Have a great vacation:
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C.C.B. Sponsors
Franz Erhard Walther-·

Terra Nova: Part .1

l)y Luis Sanchez
Time never was.
How foolish to have believed.
When the unfolding and breaking.
of Dawn's translucent mantle
upon the land , if dreams were told
Words restrict experiences and know the pieces. Walther has a of an eternal survival?
ideas as well as develope them. trust of the whole human being.
Darkness will prevail.
Art is expecially difficult to write Although many of us have our
The flickering candle within
words about. Art critics may at natural faculties damaged, we may one's own house will quiver and
times aid perception, but may also still learn and we may still change! be gone. After ages of a deformed
create misinterpretation. The We must realize the necessity of and dismal life, the last remaining
fifty-eight pieces, "Work
for learning to use our own abilities. fragments of a glorious antiquity
processes" of Franz Erhard In the final analysis, we must will pass into oblivion. Never to
be mourned - nor forgotten Walther in the Little Gallery learn to trust ourselves.
"Work
for processes" can nor remembered - to never be as
(March 15th to March 20th) more
so than ever required personal become vehicles for exploring new it never was.
involvement. "I can't tell you levels of consciousness and
Never .to touch the coolness of
about it - you had to be there." learning new 'languages'. For clear water, the softness of a
The pieces are not example, the people must go flower, the smoothness of a hand;
conventional art objects. Terms beyond mere awareness of time never to hear the music play, a
such as 'sculptural', 'to be viewed and must also work with time. whispered breath, a family's
on all three sides', 'monumental' Within the sleeping bags, time laughter, the gentleness of falling
become invalid. One cannot became ambiguous; one hour snow. Never to taste a lemon pie,
sedately 'view' the works in the could flow as quickly as a few a cold glass of beer, warm and
ordinary context of a gallery minutes. Physicality was tender lips; never to sense the
'exhibition'. The works remain important superficially; an fragrance of fresh air, the melting
dead until they are employed. awareness of breathing and the of icy springs, a favorite perfume.
Visitors to the Little Gallery were mechanics of one's own body Never to see a face of beauty
free to use the pieces with the yielding to confrontation of self, unrestrained, an eagle soaring
artist. Minimal instructions were of one's own being. An awareness through the sky, splendid plains
given. For example, for the could be achieved of the outside and crowded highways, occupied
sleeping bag 'pods'; "Five people (harsh) and the inside fetus: benches in the park .
Alas, never to know love that
are needed. Climb in." Walther protection). Distance and
made no indication of what relationship (separateness and was never known, or friendship
results he expected or desired, togetherness) to other human
remaining as neutral as possible. beings could be realized.
It is so important how we see
The people were given things, how we percieve. A state
opportunities to become of deftly defined feelings and
producers. They were not emotions can be explored only
admonished, "Don't touch - this after a state of consciousness has
is my concept (artist) and your been found. The pieces as
concepts don't count (viewers)". demonstrations become examples
The people were forced to of even greater and more perfect
determine the final results of the I possibilities. Evaluation must by
works.
necessity follow perception.
The artist was able to explain Meaningless and stereotyped
the material and clarify the phrases must be discarded. The
inherent · possibilities. Attention works go beyond contemplation,
had to be focused on the material beyond sensuality, beyond ESP,
individuality of each piece. The beyond experience, beyond
pieces of course can be misused psychological behaviour, beyond
when not understood. The artist esthetics, beyond art, beyond.
must intervene when the threat of
stands for object,
'rape' becomes very real. For instrument, topic, piece, work,
some, merely stomping on or thing, plant, unit, concept."
rolling over a piece (self
A tape of the event, including
expression per se) seems at first reactions of the artist, students,
appropriate. There must, however, and faculty will be available for
be an initial agreement of good listening at Instant Karma. A
will. The people must be open to discussion will follow - to be
allow themselves to evolve and announced.

that was never formed;joy had no
birth, and sorrow its end .
The land is flat and ugly. Not a
shingle stands where man once
proudly stood. At one time, the
noblest animal would risk his life
for his beliefs: to protect and
defend , to aid and comfort, to
provide for the welfare of all. But
as nature would have it ambition clouded his mind. With
lust, pride, arrogance, greed, and
hate - everything was lost. Oh,
what emptiness!
It happened a long, long time
ago.
No escape. Imagine waking up
one morning to "within
twenty-four hours . .. life will be
no more . . . "
No escape! The feelings, the
thoughts are angry ones.
"No! No! you can't do it! You
can't do it!"
"Talk it over! talk it over!
There can be peace! There can be
harmony!"
"Tranquility can be achieved!
Think it over!"
"No! Stop! Please, stop!"
"Madmen! That's what you
are! Mad! Mad! Mad!"
"Oh, good god! My wife .. .
and kids ... my home .. . m-my

job ... and no place to hide ...
no where to go."
"They · can't do this! No!
Where' s my gun ... my gun!"
The United Nations no longer
was. The Assembly Hall was
deserted - not a soul about.
Meetings, projects, and
committees were terminated.
The world governments
assembled in their respective
capitals. All embassies were
closed. All foreign diplomats
shook hands, said farewell, and
departed for home.
Peace was not the orderly
function of nature. Peace was a
deceitful term - for it never was.
(NEXT WEEK: TERRA
NOV A Part II - The Chaplain of
the United States Congress
delivers his final address.)

NOTICE

ASSEMBLYMAN THOMAS
KEAN SPEAKS ON THE
"POLITICS OF ECOLOGY" IN
WILLIS 100 DURING THE
COLLEGE FREE HOUR APRIL
7. COFFEE HOUR &
DISCUSSION WILL FOLLOW.

To Save

Our Earth

• • •

E.E.C.C. HAS PREPARED
THIS CALENDAR OF

.

Classified Ads
Congratulations, Lorraine.
Here's to Galapagos!
The Turtles.
Watch out for flying maraccas!
This exploits women!

Dear Lorraine,
One good turn deserves
another!
H.W.

Wilmuth Roberts' discussion and
movie on the "Harlem
Renaissance" - an important
contemporary issue. All students
are invited to attend!

* * *
April 7th, Tuesday, at 8:30
p.m. the Music Department is
sponsoring an Opera Excerpts
Recital in the Theatre for the
Performing Arts.

* * *

NOTICE TO ALL STUDENTS:
The INDEPENDENT extends a
On April 9th at 1:30 in W300, cordial wish that all have a happy
the English Club will sponsor Mr. holiday.

JOBS! JOBS! and more JOBS!
Stydents, Teachers. Stateside and International Jobs.
Recreational Jobs; Year-round Jobs; Summer Jobs. All
occupations and trades. Enjoy a vacation while you
earn. Hurry! The best jobs are taken early.
Write: "JOBS", P.O. Box 475,
Dept. CP 194-1
Lodi, Calif. 95240
.

'

EVENTS SO THAT THE
N.S.C. COMMUNITY CAN
LEARN ABOUT THE

CRISIS
IN OUR

ENVIRONMENT
For further information:

Environmentaf
·
S
Education
,
tudent
Coordinating
Committee

.

0 rg. Office
2894550

Location
MARCH
W 100
26
1:40 Film: "Man's Impact on his
Environment" Dr. Hennings
APRIL
W 100
7
1:40 The Politics of Ecology
Michael Israel - David Wolf
1 :40 The Politics of Ecology
Assemblyman Thomas Kean
W 100
8
3:00 Committee Meeting: to establish
priorities for activities on
April 22. All students and
faculty are encouraged to attend
and present their ideas
9
1:40 A BOMBS, BUG BOMBS AND US
Little
Dr. William Malcolm
Theatre
11
all
N.J. Academy of Science
Montclair•
day Sir Gaylord Nelson
State
14 1:40 Film: "Who Killed Lake Erie"
W 100
Mrs. Kelland
Little
16 1:40 Drama program: details to
be announced
Theatre
1:40 Films: "The Pond and the City"
W 100
21
and "House of Man - Our O:owded
Environment"
:J.
all
NATIONAL EARTH DAY - plel!se submit
22
day ideas for activities to the EECC ·
office in the Student Org. Office
Date Time Event

THE ENVIRONMENTAL HANDBOOK, an essential work
. in the environmental crisis is now available for $.95 at our
Student Organization desk or in the hallway of the Student
Center Building.

'·
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Tau Undefeated For Second Year
I

BeatS'ChL103~73, Pi Tops Phi 64-52
Sigma Beta Tau oontinued to
remain -'unbeaten .. iii Greek
basketball . competition ; for the
second year in a row as the blue
and white breezed by Sigma Theta
Chi 103-73. The game was close in
the opening minutes as Chi hung
on to tie Tau 8-8 with four
minutes gone on baskets by Tom
Murawski and Pete Holderlin but
never closed the gap again as
T au built up the lead on
successive baskets by Dan Pocu s,
Jim Catalano and Ron Goldfaden
to make the score 16=8 Tau had
little trouble from that point on
hammering out a 47-35 lead by
half-time. In the first half it was
the big men on both teams that
made · the game. Ron Goldfaden
was the man largely responsible
for Tau:s lead on his fourteen
po in t s, numerous steals and
rebounding stopped many a Chi
sco ring drive . Muraw ski and
Hol derlin c ombined for
twenty-two points which along
with Murawski's rebounding kept
Chi in the game. In addition , Jim
Marino poured in eleven points on
jumpers to insure the lead. Both
teams blew many shots in the half
but it was Tau that was able to
score and control the bali the
most , Chi losing the ball on errors
and steals.
In the second half, Tau ran
away with the game as their
shooting improved. to nail down
the victory. Jim Catalano poured
in twenty-three points, giving him
a total of 32 while Dan Pocus
finished with twenty-two points
and Jim Marino twenty-one . High
scorers for Chi were Holderlin
with eighteen, Murawski with 15
and Guares who had twelve.
In th e first game of the evening
b e tw een the two previously
defeated tea ms, Nu Delta Pi
managed to beat Nu Sigma Ph i
64-5 2 after trailing in the game
until the fourth period. The ga me
was close in the beginning as th e
score was tied 11-11 after ten
minutes, but Phi soon lunged
a hea d on ba skets by Bill
Hoerman. Ed Cosmas and Gary
Thompson making the score
2 3-13 with four minutes

Vote
reai;hes the Senate floor, it will
almost certainly pass, but its
chances in the House are slim.
!f passed l ,y the Senate, it
w )uld be re,·erred to Celler's
Jt. iicia,y Committee, and he's
Jeen killing such amendments for
years. Recognizing this, Mansfield
told ihe Senate "Either it
becomes law on this bill, or it is
dead for this Congress.''
Committee chairmen has lost
votes before, and if sentiment in
the House is for lowering the
voting age were strong enough,
Celler might lose this one. But the
odds are against it.
With the chances for lowering
the voting age almost zero, some
supporters questioned whether it

was that big a thing.
said one Senate
year-olds have been
years in Georgia, and
Lester Maddox."

"Afterall,"
aide, "18
voting for
they've got

..
-.
t .
Final game of 1970's Greek
basketball co mpetitions.

remaining. In the first half, IPi's
shooting percentage was very bad
as many shots were missed, while
Phi was able to hit more
accurately. Although plagued by
fouls, Phi wa~ still able to keep
ahead and maintain a 27-18 lead
by halftime. During the half, only
John Askovitz and Al Ramsey
were able to hit with any
effectiveness scoring thirteen
points between them and getting
most of Pi's rebounding. The
rebounding and shooting of Bill
Hoerman were the deciding ·
factors for Phi during the first
half, as well as the game along
with Rich Erickson, Ken Comisky
and Ed Cosmas. Phi remained
ahead until Rick Erickson fouled
out with eleven minutes to go, Pi
pulling ahead on a three point
play by Askovitz. Phi was able to
keep it close for a few more
minutes but lost another starter
due to fouls with the score 43-42
and began to fall behind with
eight minutes to go 47-42 and
never came close again as still
another starter fouled out. If not
for fouls, Phi might have stood a
chance of winning as Bill
Hoerman put in seventeen points
to give him 26, while the rest of
the team only accounted for eight
points in the second half. For Pi,
Askovitz had twenty-one points
the de<.:iding factor in the game,
Ramsey had eleven and Basarab
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S~ring Sports
Preview
by O.D.
Lacrosse, Newark States newest addition to the men's varsity
program is in full swing with less than one week to go before the first
gam~. On Wednesday, April I at I 0:00 am , on our athletic field, the
Squues of Newark State will play their first game, against Holy Cross.
Although scheduled as a scrimmage, the game will indicate to the team
and fans how the game is really played, befo re entering the regular five
game schedule. The games, as some may know, are played no matter
what the weather or field conditions may be, and as it looks now it
should be a pretty messy game.
The team itself has been shaping up very well so far , (despite the
fact that more players are needed), under the leadership of head coach
Mr. Waterman, and his assistant Clem Restine, with the team being
composed of several of the varsity soccer team members and a majority
of next fall's footb all team. As it stands now there are twenty-one men
out for the team with several positons on the IO man starting team
fill ed. Because of the nature of the game, substitutions are a necessity,
so that the team is only as strong as its bench. The positions in lacrosse
are much like those of hockey and soccer, there being an attack, squad ,
which does the majority of scoring, middies, who move the ball
downfield to the attack of a defensive team with a goalie. As it looks
now, the three attack positions will be filled by Bob Liddle and Mike
N:!tJle, with Larry Kuklinski and Bill Stark vying for the other spot.
The bulk of players are at middie as this position calls for frequent
substitution. Bob Della Pia and Ron Stone seem to be the sure starters
with Red Lynch, Rick Watson, Rick Szeles, Enrique Santuste Bill
Wittiner, Ken May, Barry Thompson and Sandy Pyonin also a't the
position. The defense is led by Mike Cleary (the only player who played
lacrosse before}, Harold Gray, and either Frank Tedesco or Fred West
the th~d ma_n with Roger Murphy and Doug Barton backing them up.
Gary Pieretti, backed by Bartow has been very impressive as goalie and
will be heavily depended upon this year.
The first regular season game is Wednesday April 8 at 3:00 home.

ten.

Intra- Basketball Draws to Close
by Lois Abate

The 1970 Intramural
Basketball season is rapidly
drawing to an end . There are only
four more days of play remaining.
March 17 , saw only forfeitures.
The Spranitz forfeited to the
Arabian Knights and the Hogan s
forfeit ed to the Dougalite
All-Stars.

UP COMING GAMES
March 26
(1 : 50)
Thunderbirds vs. Jeff 440, Gym
B: 44 Express No. 2 vs. Spranitz,
Gym C; Dwarfs vs. Hogans Gym
D.

April 7
( 1: 50) Arabian
Knights vs. J eff 440, Gym B;
Dougalite All-Stars vs. Spranitz,
Two game5 were played Gym C; Thunderbirds vs. Hogans,
Wednesday night March 18. Jeff Gym D.
April 8 -- (7 : 15 pm .) 1st place
440 fell to the Strong Vectors
64-48. High scores for the Vectors winner vs. 3rd place winner were Gianotti -· 20 points, and Gym B, 2nd place winner vs. 4th
Balut - 17 pts. Leblein scored a place winner -- Gym C.
April 9 - (I :50) FINAL
high of 16 points for Jeff 440.
ROUND - to be played by I st
Simultaneously the 44 Express and 2nd place winners of
No. 2 overcame the Dougalite Semi-final round - Gym C.
AU-Stars, 59-33. John Zaranka
contributed greatly to the
"Express" score with 22 points.
McDanniels bounced the "A II
Stars'" score with 16 points.
March 19 exhibitetl :1 .lose
game between the Dwari"~
45
and the Arabian Knights - 46.
Cosby jacked up the "Knights' "
score with 20 points and Jim
Corbet aided the Dwarfs' score
with 17 points.
Also scheduled to play were
the Hogans and the Vectors.
However, the Vectors won by
forfeiture.
Jeff 440 defeated the Spranitz
51-48. Leblein once again
exhibited fine ball playing and
scored 28 points for Jeff 440.
Harry Berger scored a high of 20
points for the· Spranitz.
On returning from spring
vacation in April, games will be
47 ,NSC baseball team readying
played on April 7, 8, and 9.
· · for 1970 season .

Lacrosse team practicing fo r their first game on April 8th.

Baseball
By T om O ' Donnell

The season opener is still a
week away but there have been
several changes in Newark State's
baseball line-up that may have
great effect on the team. Al
Ramsay starting pitcher for the
last three years has been moved to
the outfield due to an injury to
his arm and is unable to pitch. His
batterymate for the past two
years, Lou Ferrante has shifted
from his position behind the place
to · the outfield due to a shortage
of outfielders. Without Ramsay
the bulk of the pitching has fallen
to Tom Murawski who will
probably be the starting pitcher in
the season opener March 31 at
home against New York Tech.
The catching chores should be
shared by Pat Servideo and John
Garry. Coach Bakker will be
counting heavily on John Probst,
Stan Pietozyk and Larry

Cibrowski to carry much of the
pitching load. There seems to be
no set line-up yet for the other
seven positions, however, in a
recent scrimmage there were a few
pleasant surprises with he hitting
of Ron Goldfadden who hopes to
crack the starting line-up at first
base and Pat Ceroni a transfer
student from Miami-Dade, who
plays_third base and the outfield.
Another test for the team should
come toaay when the team has a
scrimmage against Upsala a top
ranked team. An overall picture of
the teams seems to be that they
should have a strong defense but
the pitching may be the weak
spot. Next Tuesday the 1970
version of the Squire baseball
team will be unveiled by first year
coach Bakker at the Newark State
field. Every student is cordially
invited to come see their school's
team play New York Tech.

